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PRIME TECHNOLOGY GROUP, LLC HOSTS “PRIME TIME GET TOGETHER”
Prime Technology Group, LLC invites individuals with vested interests in the IT field (CIOs, CTOs, CMOs, etc.) to get
together and converse about Prime’s predictive analytics, big data, telematics, and cloud based technology.

Thursday, July 23, 2015 (Wayne, PA)-Calling all business professional in the IT, Healthcare, and
Insurance industries: Prime Technology Group, LLC is hosting a “Prime Time Get Together” to discuss
the latest developments in Prime’s predictive analytics, big data, telematics, and cloud based
technology. On August 12 and 6:30 PM, gain insight into how Prime is taking these technologies to the
next level, all the while enjoying free food and drinks at Creed’s Seafood and Steaks.
Prime technology experts and project managers will be available to engage in conversation about the
emerging technologies in their field. Of particular interest, Prime’s predictive analytics utilize machinelearning algorithms to improve patient care and prevent readmission in the healthcare industry, while
Prime’s telematics solutions take the form of a mobile application that showcases 14 customer/driver
features, sure to take the insurance world by storm.
Due to Prime’s framework flexibility, Prime’s technology solutions are customizable and can be
implemented using software that your business currently employs. By sharing your IT vision with Prime,
Prime will put its motto into motion: Bringing Visions to Life.
Creed’s Seafood and Steaks is located at 499 North Gulph Road in King of Prussia, PA 19406. For
registration information, call 610-205-8794.
About Prime
Prime Technology Group is a global, technology services company where innovation is at the core of our
business engagements. Headquartered in Wayne, PA, we have successfully orchestrated technology
visions for our clients. How do we do this; simply we listen. Prime develops flexible and customizable
frameworks, driven by our robust R & D, which become the cornerstone of our solution offerings. Our
portfolio includes the following practices Cloud (Google PAAS, Microsoft Azure), Mobility (IBM Work
Lite), Analytics (Big Data, Predictive Analysis), and Quality Assurance. We have successfully helped
leading companies in Healthcare, Insurance, Life Sciences, Banking, Financial Services, and E-commerce.
Our imprint has drastically affected client growth; we are Prime Technology Group, where we are
“Bringing visions to life.”

